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Gardening Basics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	Packed with fun and useful tips to help you plan your garden!


	Create the garden of your dreams with the right plants and equipment


	Want a green thumb? This handy guide gives beginning gardeners tips, plans, and insider know-how for getting started with flower beds, borders, vegetables,...
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Lonely Planet Amsterdam (City Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“Amsterdam’s compact core is laced by atmospheric lanes and quarters. You never know what you’ll find: a hidden garden, a jenever distillery, even an old monastery turned music venue.” – Karla Zimmerman, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	

	You can trust our travel...
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Simple Steps to Success: Bamboos & GrassesDK Adult, 2007

	With all the latest horticultural tips and techniques to guarantee success, Bamboo & Grasses is designed to meet the requirements of today's small garden owners who want to enjoy gardening while making the most of their time and effort.
...
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The Grid: Core TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Find out which technologies enable the Grid and how to employ them successfully!
   This invaluable text provides a complete, clear, systematic, and practical understanding of the technologies that enable the Grid. The authors outline all the components necessary to create a Grid infrastructure that enables support for a range...
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Stained Glass For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2010

	Discover the artist within and create beautiful stained glass


	Beautiful stained glass isn't reserved solely for church windows-it can be used to create intricate patterns in home windows, decorate cabinet doors, patio doors, ceilings, skylights, mirrors, lighting fixtures, garden decorations, and much more. Stained...
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Ideas of Quantum ChemistryElsevier Limited, 2007
Colours! The most beautiful of buds – an apple bud in my garden changes colour from red to rosy after a few days. Why? It then explodes into a beautiful pale rosy flower. After a few months what was once a flower looks completely different: it has become a big, round and red apple. Look at the apple skin. It is pale green, but moving along...
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The Fundamental Constants: A Mystery of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
The speed of light, the fine structure constant, and Newton's constant of gravity -- these are just three among the many physical constants that define our picture of the world. Where do they come from? Are they constant in time and across space? In this book, physicist and author Harald Fritzsch invites the reader to explore the mystery of the...
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Starting Your Own Business: The Bestselling Guide to Planning and Building a Successful EnterpriseHow to Books, 2006

	Becoming a successful entrepreneur is not only a

	rewarding and self-fulfilling experience, it's also a

	tremendous amount of fun. Many people equate the

	term entrepreneur with multi-millionaires running international

	conglomerates. Yet traders just down the street

	from where you live who make their living from retailing,...
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High Performance Computing (RISC Architectures, Optimization & Benchmarks)O'Reilly, 1993
This book is a "must" for anyone who needs to worry about computer performance, either as a software developer or as a buyer. But it also provides valuable insights for those among us who do relatively little programming and run mostly third-party application software. Even if you never touch a line of code, High Performance...
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Work Naked: Eight Essential Principles for Peak Performance in the Virtual WorkplaceJossey-Bass, 2001
"Enlightening, enjoyable, and extremely practical, Work Naked offers real clarity about what is wrong with the way most companies work, plus exact directions on how to fix each and every office foolishness. Do what Froggatt says and watch your employee productivity rise."  --Scott Shuster, Business Week   "High-tech tools (cell...
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Fodor's Boston (Full-color Travel Guide)Fodor's, 2021

	
		For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details.

	
		Whether you want to explore Boston Common, follow the Freedom Trail, or grab a cannoli in the North End, the local Fodor’s travel experts...
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Growing Your Own Fruit and Veg For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Save money and eat fresh with this hands-on guide to home-growing


	Growing you own produce is the only way to enjoy delicious, garden-fresh fruit and veg all year round. This practical manual gives you the lowdown on everything from finding the right tools and choosing which plants to grow, to nurturing your crops and...
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